
Find someone who...        Name 

walks to school1

cycles to school2

uses a refillable water bottle3

recycles at home or helps their parents with recycling4

turns off the water tap when brushing their teeth5

uses scrap paper6

donates old clothes or toys to charity7

grows vegetables at home8

turns off the TV or computer if they are not using it9

turns off the light when they leave the room10
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Guidance notes for Earth Day printable

Earth Day is a global event which takes place every year on 22nd April. The purpose of the event is to 

raise awareness regarding environmental issues and to educate future generations on how to preserve 

our planet.

The aim of this free DB resource is to highlight how individual actions can have a positive impact on the 

Earth’s environment.

This resource can be featured within an Earth Day lesson plan or used to compliment an additional 

Earth Day themed activity.

In this activity, pupils are encouraged to walk around the classroom to find a classmate who fits the 

description written in the first column of the table. Alternatively, the activity could be completed 

collectively as a class, with pupils taking turns to ask classmates if they fit the description.

Ideally pupils will be required to write a different name for each description but this may depend on 

class size.

Follow up activity ideas

Initiate a class discussion -

discuss whether these actions help or hinder the environment and ask pupils to explain their answers. 

Can pupils think of additional actions which could help the environment?

Conduct a class poll -

ask pupils to estimate how many people in the class they think perform each action in the table. Then 

take a count by asking pupils to raise their hand in response to each question.

Create an Earth Day resolution - 

ask each pupil to decide which action they intend to start doing to help the environment. 
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